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The Milling Business at Yerkes Station heretofore
conducted by J. H. Landes, has changed hands,
and from April 1st, 1887, a New Firm,

A. C. & I. C. LANDES,
Will prosecute the aforesaid business in all its
branches. Here and now we, the undersigned suc
cessors, take occasion to say frankly and plainly that
we will endeavor by all consistent means to supply
the demands for any or everything in our line at
BOTTOM ROCK Prices for CASH, or its equivalent.

MARK THE FOLLOWING NEW DE
PARTURE IN REGARD TO THE
FLOUR BUSINESS:
We will make every possible effort to furnish the
CONSUMER with the very best Roller Flour (con
taining all the cream of the wheat) at

$ 2 .2 5 P E R H U N D R E D !

DR. J. HAMER,

Sr.

Force and Consequent
Motion.

( c o n t in u e d

f r o m l a s t w e e k .)

The surface of matter in a liquid
state«is acted upon and carried along
with the horizontal motion of the air
along the earth’s surface, which air
has been attracted downward and is
moving toward some locality of lowest
pressure. What are called the trade
winds are produced by this cause,
which moving over the ocean bear the
upper current of water along with
them to a certain extent. At times the
air has such a clear and transparent ap
pearance that we would not suppose if
we did not know otherwise that there
was any matter diffused through it
capable of being converted into a liquid
and solid state. Yet at times and in
localities whenever conditions favor a
change how suddenly sometimes such
a change is brought about. But the
motions in our atmosphere are nothing
in comparisen to that of the sun’s,
which is com posed .mainly of hydrogen
gas. Mr. Proctor, in writing on the
theory of the connection or sympathy
between the sun’s corona and his spots,
states : “The evidence from the recent
eclipses indicates beyond all possibility
of doubt or question, that during the
years when sun spots were numerous,
in 1870 and 1871, the corona, at least
on the days of the total solar eclipses
in those years, presented an appear
ance entirely different from that of the
corona seen on July 29,1878, when the
sun was almost free from spots. This
will be more fully indicated further on.
At present it is necessary to notice
only (1) that whereas in 1870 and 1871
the inner corona extended at least 250,000 miles from the son, it reached only
to a heighth of some 70,000 in 1878 ;
(2) in 1870 and 1871 it possessed a
very complicated structure, whereas in
1878 the definite structure could be
recognized only in two parts of the in
ner corona ; (3) in 1871 the corona
was pink, whereas in 1878 it was pearly
white ! (4) the corona was ten times
brighter in 1871 than in 1878 ; lastly,
in 187i the light of the corona qame in
part from glowing gas, whereas in July,
1878, the light came chiefly, if not
wholly, from glowing solid or liquid
matter.” He then proceeds to give a
history of the observations of the ap
pearance of the sun’s corona as report
ed during the eclipses of the sun from
1566 to those just described in 1871
and 1878 and compares the time of the
sun-spot periods with the occurrence
of the eclipse, taking the average sunspot period at eleven years. And al
most in every case the relationship be
tween the maximum and minimum solar
disturbance and the appearance of the
sun’s corona corresponded with the
eclipses occurring in 1871 and 1878.

Or $4.50 Per Barrel in Sacks at the mill; at an advance
of 5 cents per hundred or 10 cents per barrel we will
deliver flour and feed to all parties within the limits
of our trade, on reasonable notice, and the assurance
of cash. The prices we have quoted justify our plans
FROM “IN Q U IRER.”
as well as clearly indicate that the manufacturing in
I have
read
in
your
issue
of
March
24,
the re
terests we represent W ILL DIRECTLY BENEFIT sponse to “ Inquirer.” The editor
of
Ursinus College Bulletin, whoever
THE PEOPLE OF OUR OWN COMMUNITY. Our the
his name does not ap
Low Prices will justify all classes of customers who hepearmayin be,thatforpublication,
certainly ex
hibits a commendable spirit of kindness
wish to have goods delivered to pay cash on delivery. in his prompt and courteous efforts to
the perplexity of Inquirer, and
We don’t propose to revolutionize the Flour Trade, relieve
I thank him sincerely. His liberality,
is conspicuous in his ready assent
but we do propose to sell to consumers a First-class too,
to your suggestion, that “ honest"inquiry
never be stifled.” And I doubt
Grade of Flour at prices which will save them money, should
not, Mr. Editor, knowing your abhor
and money saved, you know, is money earned, all the rence of all that is wrong in the world,
that you, in turn, will most cordially
time.
agree with him that “dishonest scoffers
( c o n t in u e d

E d it o r

The following are our commodities of trade in con
nection with Flour and M eal: Ground, Cracked and
Whole Corn, Wheat and Rye Bran, Middlings, &c., &c.
at the Mill. Also, at the Warehouse : Linseed Meal,
Corn Bran, Hominy Feed, Sugar Feed, Bran and Mid
dlings, Whole Corn and Oats, Seeds, &e. Also Coal,
Fertilizers and Agricultural Machinery. Good wheat
and other grain will be received at full market price,
in exchange for any of these commodities.
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I n d e p e n d e n t :—

at the truth should ever be rebuked.”
But then, you know, it would be well
in all such cases to first ascertain, if
possible, which is truth, and who are
the scoffers. Even-handed justice is
said to be blind, and opinions are too
often labeled correct or false according
to the majority of votes. Let us test
all pretensions claiming our assent by
the severest scrutiny. But to the “ Re
sponse” : I t proceeds—“ But first the
Bulletin must correct two mistakes of
Inquirer in speaking of its views.”
Now I can see no mistakes here at all.
Inquirer simply asks eight plain ques
tions, admitting of direct answers, viz :
When and where the Christian Church
adopted (or “ held,” if j7ou please,) the
theory of periodically progressive
creation ? When and where Christian
Doctors taught this theory ? Where
they are.teaching it now ? And their

authority for teaching it ? He affirmed
nothing,denied nothing—notwithstand
ing the emphatic declaration of the “ Re
sponse” that “ the Bulletin did not say
the Christian Church ever ‘adopted’
anything on the subject in question.”
Well, Inquirer did not say that the
Bulletin had said so 1 Where, then,
are the errors to be corrected ? But
Inquirer will now say that the Bulletin,
February, page 23, does explicitly as
sert that “ the Christian Church has al
ways held a theory of periodically pro
gressive creation” 1 and again in the
“ Response” it as unequivocally de
clares : “ The Christian Church holds
no theory, even on creation ” ! Is the
Bulletin Jesuit enough to reconcile
these contradictory statements ? When
it shall have succeeded in doing so, In
quirer may take occasion to comment
upon its ingenious method in disposing
of his questions. Very respectfully,
I n q u ir e r .

A COSTLY DISPATCH.
The winter of 188— I spent in Yenice, D. T. About nine miles to the
south of Venice is Barker City, a me
tropolis whose boast is that it was built
in ten days, which enterprising claim
its noble pecades, guiltless alike of
either paint or plane, do not contradict.
Between the two places at the time
of which I am writing ran Ben Hodg
son’s stage, and a very good stage it
was as such institutions go. Every
thing in Dakota tends to make you say
3’our prayers and prepare for the worst.
I am going to tell you about Ben
Hodgson—Ben Hodgson and Ralph
Kimball and Annie Lee. Annie Lee
was the girl Ben was going to marry.
She lived in Sleepy Eye, Minn., and
used to write him twice a day. Every
woman loves a romance, and Ben and
I soon became fast friends, simply on
account of Annie. He would talk about
her by the hour together, sure of my
sympathy and attention.
“I ’ve thought on it ever since I was
turned 15,” he broke out one morning,
as he waited for his stage, his eyes
glued to the toes of his enormous boots
and a smile playing upon his lips. “ An
nie Lee was the girl I always meant to
marry if ever I got a start. She’s never
been over well, Annie hasn’t and at first
she was sort of backward about it; but
lately it’s been growing different, with
her a getting better and my good luck.
So now I ’m going to Sleepy Eye soon’s
I come back from this trip, for I ’ve
asked her and she says she will.”
This is how Ben announced to me
that he was going to be married.
It was in Mrs. Driscoll’s stuffy little
parlor. Ben had barely time to tell
me of the prospective change in his
condition when Kimball came in. We
all boarded at Mrs. Driscoll’s, it being
the only place in Venice where you
could be sure of the ingredients of your
food—moderately sure.
Kimball and Ben were warm friends,
despite the difference in their nature
and education. The one was an active,
breezy, wide awake newspaper man,
and the other only a slow going stage
driver, but Ben regarded Kimball as
one of the lights of the age, and Kim
ball reserved for Ben the softest side of
his heart. We always are fond of those
who idolize us.
“ What a magnificent day for your
run 1” exclaimed Kimball, sauntering to
the window and gazing up into the
bright sky—a typical Dakota sky—as
cold, glittering and brilliant as a wo
man without a heart.
“Dakota weather’s mighty uncertain,”
answered Ben, gathering himself to
gether and preparing to make his usual
onslaught upon the scarcely broken day.
“ ’Twas jest seeh a day as this when
that blizzard that ended old Timothy
Farrar came up. You can’t tell noth
ing ’bout a blizzard, more’n a woman—
some women, I mean, not all,” with an
elaborately apologetic glance in my di
rection.
“ I want a blizzard the worst way,”
remarked Kimball. “ My papers are
nagging me all the time to send them
one. They take trmendously down East.”
“Now jest you look here,” interposed
Hodgson, earnestly. “Don’t ever you
let on to them eastern papers ’bout any
bad weather you hit up in this section.
Out here in Dakota they don’t allow no
blizzard, nor cyclones, nor nothing to
get East. Because you see it would
stop the migration-”
“Bles§ bis benighted old heart 1” ex
claimed Kimball, turning to me with a
smile as the door closed on Ben.
“ Tbatls the kind of loyality that pre
serves the universe.”

I shall have to confess to something
of a weakness for Ralph Kimball. In
the first place he was possessed of ex
traordinary beauty, and who among us
is so superior as to be insensible to a
superb physique? Then, unlike the
majority of handsome men, he seemed
quite 'unconscious of his personal
charms, and thereby increased them
tenfold1. His whole being was absorbed
in The Tornado, the new daily paper
which had been bold enough to open
its ' existence in a metropolis as yet
great only on paper, and whose present
disabilities, it must be admitted, were
not inconsiderable. But Kimball had
not reckoned without his host, and
much stupendous courage was not al
lowed to go without reward—next to
drinks, The Tornado was the most
popular thing in town.
Its editor and proprietor was a typi
cal newspaper man—keen, absorbed,
energetic, unscrupulous, a man certain
of success. With only $500 in his
pocket, but with an experience which
he considered cheap at $50,000, Kimball
had settled in this God forsaken region
with but one end in view—a rapid rise
to wealth and power. The means to
this end might sometimes be questioned,
but Kimbali knew the world—he knew
that success is seldom called to account.
Once in a while he would wax confiden
tial, and then what disillusions would
be mine regarding the process of mod
ern journalism—what enligbtment as to
the real origin of certain “ specials”
from New Orleans, St. Petersburg,
Bombay, the true mainspring of some
of his loftiest editorials 1 What a con
fused brain was mine when he told me
that every word of the communication
from the Knedive of Egypt, which had
created such a tremendous sensation
throughout the country, was simply
the result of his own fertile imagination.
“ That is the only way to rise to the
head of your profession,” he cooly com
mented. “ Anybody can run a paper
backed by plenty of money, but it takes
a man like your bumble servant,” with
an irresistable bow, “ to produce dis
patches from all over the world on a
capital next to nothing. It answers
every purpose; my subscribers are
quite as contented as those of the New
York Herald, and I make more in pro
portion to the outlay than James Gor
don Be.nnett. What can you possibly
say against it! ” and he would look
into my eyes with a calm defiance which
upset what little intellect I still pos
sessed and left me dumb.
But this is digression. I started to
tell what happened this day that Ben
went to Barker City. In the middle
of the afternoon a blizzard came upon
us, so suddenly, seemingly out of the
almost perfectly clear sky, that not un
til the little particles of ice began driv
ing horizontally, rendering vision diffi
cult and pedestrianism well nigh im
possible, did Venice realize with what
she was afflicted. I attempted to walk
to the post office, less than four blocks
away, but was driven back ignominiously with eyes blinded, flesh stinging
and senses confused.
We gathered around the huge coal
stove that standing testimony to the
depravity of a Dakota winter, and
gazed at one another with anxions eyes,
discussing Ben.
As he must have
started for home before the storm his
situation was decidedly serious. We
were all wise enough to be fearful for
his safety out on the trackless plain in
that atmosphere of whirling ice.
Yet it was idle to think of an attempt
at rescue. The relentless storm bound
each one’s hands as with bands of steel.
It was with the utmost difficulty that
Ralph cut his way to the office of The
Tornado. But one fate awaited him
who ventured on the open prairies.
Midnight found our little group
strangely silent. Discussions had ceased
and conjectures died away. Nothing
was heard but the shrill whistle of the
wind. We felt that we stood in the
presence of death,.
Towards 1 o’clock that night (all this
was told me months afterwards, in an
anguish of spirit which I shall remem
ber to my dying day), Kimbal was be
set by a temptation. I t was the hour
for sending the latest news to the St.
Paul, Chicago and New York papers
with which he was connected. Why
not furnish the item that stage driver
Ben Hodgson had perished in a bliz
zard ? News half a day old was no
news at all in Kimball’s eyes. It must
have the bloom on it.
True, Hodgson might still be alive.
But even in that event, what harm
could come of it ? Kimball argued. A
correspondent always has to venture
something.
#

For full ten minutes he struggled
with hisbetter uature, but the devil
finally conquered, the journalist got
ahead of the friend. At 1 o’clock the
wires carried the intelligence far and
wide that Ben Hodgson, the most pop
ular stage driver in Dakota, was dead.
Now Kimball was not by any means
unfeeling, only he was a newspaper
man. Hodgson's death must be made
use of like any other event of interest.
It was not that he loved Ben less, but
bis journalistic reputation more.
- The article in his own paper, how
ever, was a model of discretion, be
cause of Venice’s exceeding sensitive
ness. Kimball never forgot that he
nad once been waited upon by a com
mittee and respectfully requested to
keep all mention of the weather out of
his new daily on pain of finding him
self and his carpet bag without the
city walls. So the Tornado simply re
ferred to the blizzard as a rather pro
nounced storm, such as might have oc
curred in Massachusetts or New York
or Virginia even. There was nothing
in the article to offend the most fastidi
ous taste or to injure in any way the
emigration to Dakota.
The next day, as soon as possible
after the storm had cleared away, part
ies were sent out in search of the miss
ing stage driver. But before they
came back in walked Hodgson himself,
cold and hungry and weak, but other
wise none the worse for his experience. ■
He had found shelter in a deserted hut,
left by some one, who through its
means, had obtained a claim. Over a
bowl of punch that evening he was
duly congratulated both on his deliver
ance from death and his approaching
marriage. Within forty-eight hours he
would be off for Sleepy Eye, and he
was iu the seventh heaven of happiness.
Kimball was scarcely less delighted
than Ben, for he was greatly attached
to the big-hearted, simple-minded fel
low. Apart from journalistic consider
ation, he much preferred to have his
friend alive.
When Hodgson came in to say goodby—the noon train carrying him to
Sleepy Eye and Annie—Kimball was
up to his ears in some very perplexing
copy. While waiting for the absorbed
editor to find a breathing spell, Ben
took a bundle of despatches just in
from Minnesota. He was always inter
ested in Minnesota. Annie lived there.
For the next few minutes nothing
was heard but the rapid scratch of
Kimball’s pen and Ben’s low articula
tion.
Suddenly from his lips, slowly mov
ing as he read, issued a wild cry.
Kimball started abruptly to his feet;
Before him stood Hodgson, his face
bloodless, his eyes staring. Around
him in every direction were scattered
the dispatches.
Only one he held
crushed in his hand.
“ Read th at!” he shrieked. “ Annie,
my Annie! I t has killed her, killed her,
killed her!”
#
Kimball snatched the paper from his
hand, but the truth had already flashed
upon him. His own dispatch announc
ing Ben’s death in the blizzard had
been read by Annie. She was not
strong enough to bear it. The shock
had killed her.
“ Who did it?” cried Hodgson, his
whole being transformed by his agony.
“ Who told this cursed lie? Let me find
him—Annie’s murderer! I ’ll shoot him
dead! I ’ll tear his heart!” and he
started for the door.
Kimball had stood rooted to the spot
paralyzed by horror. But at these
words he rushed forward, urged by an
unconquerable impulse.
He seized
Hodgson, by the arm and dragged him
back into the room.
“ Ben,” he said, “stay here 1 It was I
who did it. Here, kill me. I ’m not fit
to live. Yes, I traded with your life.
I killed your happiness.
I t ’s only
right that I should die. Aim straight 1”
He pulled forth his pistol and forced
it into Hodgson’s hand. Ben’s arm fell
nerveless by his side. His brimming
eyes fastened on his friend’s.
“ You 1----- My best friend 1------ Oh,
God 1”—Helen Bartlett, in Boston Olobe.
“ Is he a young man of brains ?” in
quired an old gentleman respecting a
swell youth. “ Well, really,” replied
his daughter, “I have had no opportu
nity of judging. I never met him any
where else except in society.”
A commercial traveler fell flat on his
face on College street the other day.
He came up smiling, but the Street De
partment will have a cracked pavingstone to replace one of these days.—
New Haven Palladium.

Providence Independent.

W ASH IN G TO N L E T T E R .
From our Regular Correspondent.

of blackmailing preferred by The Times
against a mem her of the staff of another
newspaper is noteworthy as an evidence
of the rarity of the offense in the joui
nalism of the present day. Indeed, w
believe there is no calling which is freer
from crime, whether against person or
property, than that of the newspape
man.
The rogue’s gallery contains mor
lawyers, more doctors, more merchants
even more clergymen than newspape
men. We offer no explanation, but we
9tate a fact that cannot be gainsaid. In
all the stories of outrage and breach of
trust with which the newspapers ar
filled the newspaper man figures only
as the sleuth on the track of the o
fender and not many great criminals
have been hunted down and brought to
justice in recent years without his as
sistance.
When it is considered that every
newspaper employs a large number o
men, to whom its. secrets, not only
about its own affairs but about othe
people’s affairs, must be more or less
entrusted, the fact that its confidence
is so seldom betrayed by the members
of its staff is remarkable. This fidelity
is, in., part, due to'a feeling of loyalty
of the newspaper man to his newspaper
which only a newspaper man can com
prehend to the full.

Jumping From a Fast Train.

The Union Trust Co.,
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E. S. M OSER, Editor and Proprietor. Commissioners that day, the White
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a Lehigh Valley passenger train at Ful Receiver,
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This boot is made with a centre of cotton duck, with
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coatings of rubber so incorporated into the fibre of the
night, and sustained injuries which individual appointee.
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by machinery, as to make a water-proof material
Takes charge of property, collects and remits
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that stand» the severest test of wear, and will not.crack, cut,
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and income promptly, and .discharges
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Also a full line of other Rubber Boots and Shoes, &c.
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The appointment of Judge Cooley,
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T h e Coronet won the ocean yacht Bragg of Alabama, for two years, was
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The next 6 and 7 per cent. Western Farm and City
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First Mortgages
down passenger train-took him to St.
Luke’s Hospital, South Bethlehem, IN SUMS FROM $200 TO $10,000.
some minutes. Its rival, the Dauntless, time for which these gentlemen were
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Older. An elegant piece of decorated china ware given away with % lb. of best mixed tea, 15c qr.
G. Reading,
Wm. Watson.
Samuel Riddle, Glen Riddle, Pa.; Dr. George
the old sorrel that carried Stonewall dent, having grown weary in trying to perished in the flames. The building himself, but was prevented. He was
W.
Reily,
Harrisburg;
J.
Simpson
Africa,
Jackson through many warm engage construct a satisfactory Commission, was a two-story frame structure and thirty-eight years old.
Huntingdon ; Henry S. Eckert, Reading ; Ed
mund S. Doty, Mifflintown ; W. W. H. Davis,
ments, lay down to rise no more. The and finding it impossible to get a suit burned like tinder, leaving no time for
Doylestown ; R. E. Monaghan, West Chester.
last war horse of the great civil con able Republican from Massachusetts, alarm after the fire w.18 discovered.
Twenty-one boarders occupied rooms
flict will soon be known only to memory. sent for the Vermont Senator and fol in the second story. Only nine of these
lowed his advice in nominating Mr. escaped by jumping from the windows.
The latter was represented Several were seriously injured, but
T h e failure of the firm of James and Walker.
We have begun unheard-of-things in Fine DRESS GOODS, RED FLAN
■I Nby
Mr.
Edmunds
as being a man both none fatalty. The name of the victims,
John Hunter, Philadelphia, recently,
NELS, COTTON FLANNELS, UNDERW EAR and HOSIERY.
who were laborers at the Colby Mine,
caused no little consternation in finan learned and practical, of high standing are as follows: John Sutton, John Ly
~ OR THOSE CONTEMPLATING
-A FINE LINE OFcial and business circles. The worst and unblemished character. He was ons, Max Privedell, Simon Rizze, Henry
phase of the failure is the discovery of also endorsed as a solid and orthodox Saam, J. Brassa, William Williams,
Fall & W inter Style Stiff and Soft Hats,
CASSIMSRHS, SUITINGS
forged notes aggregating a very large Republican, which, from Mr. Edmunds, John Baal, John Garvey, James Ryan,
and
one
unknown.
The
liodies
are
so
Why not start with a home furnished neatly and
sum. James Hunter, the supposed meant that he was not a Blaine man.
Kid, Buck k Wool Cloves in Qreat. Variety.
completely charred as to prevent ident For Men and Boys, we have the Latest Styles 1
beautifully ornamented, when you can
Speaking of Mr. Edmunds reminds ification. There is no clue to the origin
forger, has gone off — perhaps to
purchase the necessary requis
Best Assortment 1 Lowest Prices 1 In
THE BEST QUALITY AND MAKE OF L E A T H E R AND
ites C H E A P ?
Canada. John Hunter, tax receiver of me of something that ex-Senator Eaton, of the fire. The victims were all single
Philadelphia, it is thought, had no part of Connecticut, recently said of him. men. James Lynch, one of the occu
in the crookedness, and a great deal of The'outlook towards ’88 was being dis pants of the place, says that there were
other persons in the same room
ur stock is of the best grades and styles, selec I have just received a new lot af Furniture, con
public sympathy is being manifested in cussed, and while Mr. Eaton expressed lour
with him. He was awakened by a
TO BE FOUND IN THE COUNTY.
sisting of Walnut, Ash, Maple, and Fine
the
opinion
that
Senator
Sherman
would
ted to suit all. It was bought for cash,
his behalf.
room-mate clambering over him toward
Painted Suits, which are being
at this time be the choice of a Republi the windows. The room was full of
enabling us to sell at Rock Bot
disposed of at extremely
low figures !
tom Prices. A gen
A D e m o c r a t ic politician of Easton can nominating convention he remarked smoke and flame at the time and he
eral line ot
To see them will convince you o f the fact
went down to Washington the other “ But of all the Republicans, I think barely succeeded in breaking open a
N. B— OUR GROCERY DEPARTMENT CONTAINS EVERYTHING
day and interviewed the President. In Mr. Edmunds would make tue best window and making his escape. He
Ticking, Mattresses, Bed Springs,
YOU WANT IN THAT LINE. PRICES LOWER THAN THE LOWEST.
jumped to the ground and received but
Ginghams, Prints, Delaines, &e. M o tto :—“ SMALL PR O FITS.”
the course of a subsequent interview President, and his administration would slight injuries. The house was a tin
with another politician of the same be clean.” He added, however, that it der-box and in a few minutes was a
Prints^ cheap, suitable for comfortables and
quilts—just the thiug for young housekeepers
shade of faith the Easton man remarked : would be impossible for him to get the mass of ruins. I t was located in an
Adapted to this section, and to fit all.
and older ones, too.
open
space
near
the
famous
Colby
Mine
“As far as I can learn the President nomination.
ZW LATEST STYLES
and a great crowd of miners soon gath
will have no difficulty whatever in se
The fears expressed by a Washing ered, but too late to be of any assistance.
curing the solid delegation [from Penn ton physician, that President Cleve
Just received a large lot of Queensware direct
sylvania] next year.” The admirers land is liable to die from apoplexy be
from England, which for quality and price can
Domestic and Foreign Iron and Steel.
not be excelled. For years past, having made
of Cleveland will hope the Easton poli fore the end of his term unless he
Queensware a specialty, I am enabled to sell you
The
iron
and
steel
manufacturers
of
goods
at prices to suit the times. Also Glass
tician knows what he is talking about. changes his habits of life, are not shared
ware, Stand Lamps, Hanging Lamps, Earthen
—TO—
{V J
No stronger candidate than Cleve by the Presidents private secretary. the United States, while rejoicing in
ware, &c., instock.
the decided boom which their business
land can be nominated for President by Col. Lamont thinks that Dr. Sowers’ is experiencing at present, have assidu
GEESE FEATHERS of various grades and
and CORK SHAVINGS at prices to suit
' the Democratic party “next year.”
warning is based entirely on the as ously labored to supply the greatly in For Everybody. Call and examine stock. We prices,
the times. ¡ESTTn connection with the above we
can please you all.
keep on hand a good line of
sumption that the President is gaining creased demand for these products and
I t strikes us that the County Com flesh and taking no exercise. This, he thus prevent an important increase in Hardware, Queensware, Drugs, Paints,
G R O C E R IE S !
mitteemen of the Republican party of says, is not the case. Mr. Cleveland importations of foreign iron and steel.
and Oils; Tobacco, Cigars, Station
The domestic blast furnace capacity it
PAINTS,
OILS, VARNISHES, “Latest Styles of
this county are not acting wisely, nor weighs less than when he first came to is claimed has been increased by the
WALL PAPER, &c.
ary,
Wall
Paper,
&c.,
&c.',
&c.
in good taste, in endeavoring to secure Washington and takes as much exer building of new and the repairing of
Thanking you for favors in the past and solic
the appointment of A. S. Swartz, Esq., cise as most men. He does not walk abandoned and blown out furnaces un Anything wanted in our line you may be sure iting your patronage in the furure, I remain
Boots and Shoes, Faints & Oils, &c., &c., 8cc.
always find of quality good and warranted as
Yours respectfully,
for Additional Judge. The Judiciary about the streets of the city, but he til the possible output of the present to
represented every time.
year
is
placed
at
7,000,000
gross
tons
I
would call particular attention to my fine stock of CASSIMERES & SUITINGS, for all sizes and
should be as free as possible from all walks about his little farm late in the
ages, rich as well as poor. I can suit you. Will make suits at all prices, or any style and
of pig iron, as compared with 5,700,000 We blow our own horn because we have
partisan political influence. This prop afternoon when the weather permits. gross tons for 1886, the latter being
any price reasonable, and guarantee satisfaction. My stock of Shoes is large, and
3feb
GRATER’S FORD, PA.
I can show you a good line of Ladies’, Gentlemen’s and Children’s Shoes.
a stock that will admit it.
osition will be accepted by all intelli Then the Colonel suggests mysteriously the largest year’s production of pig
All I ask of my patrons is to call and examine my 8tock, and oblige,
gent and honest-minded citizens who that the President has other ways of iron the country ever saw. • The pros
Thankful for past patronage, we respectfully
naturally favor an impartial interpreta taking exercise, which, it would seem, pective increase over the'exceptionally solicit a continuance of the same, and guarantee
large product of last year is thus shown our prices to be always right.
i = i ? , o - v " x r ) E 3 s r c E s q ,x t _a .: r j 3 s t o r e .
tion and administration of the statutes. be thinks it would not be dignified to to be not less than twenty-three per
■A GENUINE The action, therefore of the County mention. Can it be that the President cent.
Committee, deserves no credit what has a private gymnasium in some cor
In addition to the effort to supply
ever and will be likely to barm the ner of the White House which the any possible demand from domestic
T R A F P E , F A ..
G U L B E R T 'S COUGH S Y R U P —For Colds, Goughs, Croup, Hoarseness, dec.
chances of the political child of their world knows not of? It must be so. sources prices have been kept at a very
moderate figure for the sole and avowed
C U L B E R T 'S L IN IM E N T —For Frosted Feet, Sprains, Bruises. &c.
setting up.
At any rate Col. Lamont says be keeps purpose of discouraging importations.
To
close
them
out.
Any
dealer
who
carries
or
C arriage and Sleigh
manufactures hundreds or thousands of coats G U L B E R T 'S COUGH C A N D Y —For Hoarseness, Irritation o f Throat,Colds.
himself in good condition by physical While prices might easily, undeT the
must necessarily have some on band at this sea
P o w d e r l y , the official head of the
son of the year which must be sold at BARGAIN C U L B E R T 'S WORM SYRU P— Pleasant, Safe and Effectual.
exercise and that there is no occasion stimulus of the sharp demand of the
PRICES or they will have to be “ salted down” C U L B E R T 'S L IV E R P IL L S — For Constipation, Costiveness, &c.
Knights of Labor, has issued a call for for apprehension in regard to his health. last year, have been forced up to a
in the spring.
much higher standard than exists at
a State convention of representatives
This year we propose to sell out if Extraordin G U L B E R T 'S H O RSE AN D C A T T L E POWDER.
The National Drill which will com
from the various Assemblies of Penn mence in this city on the 23rd of May, present, thus temporarily increasing BEST WORK G U A R A N T E E D . ary Low Prices will do it. The reduction in
prices we now make will make this offering Pure Palm Oil Soap.
Purs Imported Castile Soap.
the gains of the metal producers, the
sylvania, to meet in Harrisburg, Thurs will end on the 30th of that month, latter have wisely kept their heads,
worthy of thè attention of all who have any use
it
We remove old paint and repaint sleighs in
for coats of any description :
Flavoring Extracts.
“ Spices a Specialty.
day, April 7. The purpose of the con “Decoration Day,” with a grand com deeming it better to be content with
Children’s heavy, warm, new style Coats re
Y
E
A
S
T
C
A
K
E
S
T
H
A
T
W
IL
L
K
E E P U N T IL USED.
vention is to take into consideration bination parade of the National Guards moderate gains and the possession of a
duced to $1. These will fit children from 3 to 5
F IN E C A R M IN E ,
years
old
and
were
considered
very
cheap
at
F
A
N
C
Y
AN
D
T
O
IL
E
T
A
R
T
IC
L
E
S
.
steady
and
reliable
market
for
their
the bills pending in the Legislature re men and the Grand Army of the Re
fifty per cent. more.
lating to labor, many of which are said public. There will be $26,500 in cash wares, than to reap great profits for a DECORATED W I T H G O L D ;
Larger sizes for girls of 6, 8 and 10 years re
short time, only to find that foreign Also in good wearing and finely contrasted duced
from $3, 8 and 5 to $2, 2.50 and 3. Some
to be vicious in their features, and to distributed in prizes, besides stands of iron and steel were successfully com
of these are the cheapest coats for misses’ 'ever
favor only such measures as will bear colors, gold, silver and bronze medals, peting for the trade. Seven years ago, colors, handsomely decorated with brilliant shown in Pottstown.
elastic finish, at people’s own prices.
Some very fine JJ8 and 10 coats for large
the closest scrutiny or to suggest new special medals and plate trop hies.
during the boom of 1879-1880, the
jgDWARD E LONG,
misses reduced to a little over half price.
1887.
1887.
prices of pig iron advanced $14 per ton,
bills in relation to important matters of
W . IRA KEEL,
Ladies’ jackets reduced from $3.50 to 2.25 ;
The grounds of the camp are those or fifty-eight per cent.; refused bar $33
$5.00 to 3.75 ; $6.50 to 4.50.
vital interest to labor. We hope the lying around the Washington Monu
CONVEYANCER,
per ton, or sixty-six per cent., and steel
Providence Square, Montg. <7o., Pa,
-Ladies’ long Newmarkets reduced ft om $5 to
convention will be governed by wisdom ment ; and the drill ground is the level rails $34 per ton, or seventy-one per
3.50.
Raal Estate & Gen’l Business Agt,
and discretion in its deliberations.
N. B.-—Good Spar Spring Carriages for sale,
Ladies’ long Newmarkets reduced from $6.50
ellipse lying just South of the Presi cent. The advance during the present
tlôdec
to
4.50.
NO.
8 AIRY STREET, opposite the Court
rise has been but $4 per ton, or twentyHouse, Norristown, Pa.
dential mansion, known as the White two per cent., on pig iron ; $6, or four
Ladies’ long Newmarkets reduced from $9.00
W h a t i s termed the new policy of
to 6.75.
Will
give
special
attention to the writing of
JJ
H.
YELLIS,_
Lot.
This
level
plain,
which
is
one
WHOLESALE a n d RETAIL.
teen per cent., on refused bar, and $5,
English coercion in Ireland is being
Ladies’ long Newmarkets reduced from $15.00 DEEDS, MORTGAGES, RELEASES, AS
half
mile
in
circumference,
will
be
or
fifteen
per
cent.,
on
steel
rails.
to
10.00.
SIGNMENTS,
and
all
necessary
papers
in
the
roundly condemned by the press and
GRATER’S FORD, PA.,
Ladies’ Ottoman Silk Newmarkets handsome sale and exchange of property, and in making
In spite of the conservative course
people of the United States. Practi fenced in, and stands sufficient to seat pursued by the American iron and steel Has just opened a business place at Grater’s ly trimmed and finely made worth $38.00, re and transferring loans upon real estate.
duced to 25 00.
Ford where he will keep on hand at all
TITLE SEARCHES A SPECIALTY.
cally the “coercion policy” is regarded from 30,000 to 35,000 will be erected. producers the increased demand has
Large misses’ seal plush coats reduced from
times a full stock of
The
grounds
were
granted
by
the
Sec
$20.00
to 12.00.
FOR SALE.—A small farm that will be a
not all been supplied from domestic
as a threat or plan to transform Ire
SASH,
Ladies’, seal plush coats reduced from -22.50 great bargain to anyone buying it. Three story
land into a penal colony. The desper retary of War on approval of Gen. sources. The importations of foreign
to 13.50.
brick house on Main street, Royersford ; lot 60
DOORS,
Ladies’ seal plush coats reduced from $25.00 by 365 feet, stable, carriage house, &c.; one of
207 Bridge Street,
ate purpose of the English government Sheridan, and the committee have iron and steel during the first two
BLINDS,
to 15.00.
the best locations in the borough. Large and
months of 1887 amounted to 464,869
given
bonds
for
their
return
in
perfect
SHUTTERS,
Ladies’ seal plush coats reduced from $30.00 small houses of every description, and desirable
leaders is recognized in the notice given
tons, with a total value of $6,787,742,
town lots, in Norristown. A farm of forty acres P P K E N I X V I L L E , P A .
MOULDINGS. to 20.00.
in the House of Commons, that there order after the drill.
as against 268,828 tons valued at $4,Many of these are of course much below cost in Upper Providence, one mile from Trappe.
Of
all
kinds,
Frames
and
all
kinds
of
Building
Daily
contests
will
here be held to 631,418 for the corresponding period
of manufacturing, and while we will lose money,
shall be no Easter adjournment until
Materials in his line. Goods delivered on short our customers will make it and remember the
IN V IT E YOUR A TTENTIO N TO T H E IR
prove
the
excellence
of
the
citizen
sol
of
1886.
This
increase
of
200,000
tons
notice.
I
solicit
an
examination
of
my
goods
and
the new coercion policy is disposed of.
bargains we have given them.
STOCK OF
FR A N K WUNSCHALL,
diery and infantry, artillery, cavalry, with a valuation of $2,150,000 in the prices before purchasing elsewhere. Scroll work
The excitement in Ireland caused by and zouave tactics. Cadet Corps of importations
of
every
description,
promptly
done.
3-25-lyr
Dress
Goods—Short
Lengths!
of the first two months of
the measure is intense. In relation to military schools will drill for prizes as the year, in spite of moderate prices
Several thousand yards of REMNANTS of
CARPET W EAVER!
Dress Goods running from 5 to 12 yards in
this matter the Phildelphia Times aptly well as the champion companies from and a largely increased domestic sup
length, reduced to 4J(, 5, 6,10, 12j(and 15 cts,
thirty-six
States,
and
bands
and
drum
Hag REMOVED from Upper Providence Selected from the best growers in the country.
ply, shows that foreign iron and steel
and sharply remarks: “If the British
to close out. Some are worth nearly twiee as
corps will be in attendance from East,
much, but we want to get them out to make Square to Mont Clare, opposite Phœnixville,
lion must have blood, let it at least not South and West. Each evening there producers are on the alert to take every
where
he will be pleased to meet all old and new
Special prices to market gardeners who buy
room for the full pieces coming in.
possible advantage of the exigencies of
customers. Favor him with your work. 2dlm
be the blood of starving mothers and will be a grand dress parade, and on the American market.
in quantities. The following always on
(Established 1866.) This water-proof material,
Howard Leopold,
babes.”
resembling fine leather, is used for roofs, out
Governor’s Day and on Memorial Day
hand in season :—
side wails of buildings, and inside in place of
229 HIGH STREET, POTTSTOWN, PA.
the entire army corps from Camp Geo. THOMAS LOWNES,
A.
MOORE,
plaster. Made also into carpets and rugs«
R e c l e a n e d C l o v e r , $6.C0 p e r b u s . , H u n g a r i a n ,
Washington will parade on the broad, 1
& W. H. DAVIS.
20j
G. W. YOST, Agent, Collegeville, Pa.
Eighty-Five Miners Entombed.
M IL L E T , ORCHARD, LA W N , H ER P;_ a n d
asphalt avenues of the city.
ATTENTION!
S ydney , Wales, March 24. —EightyWe are now pro.
O th e r GRASS SEED !
W
agon:
and:
Carriage:
Builders,
BL A C K SM IT H ,
pare*I u> furnish a ll classes w ith em ploym ent at
five men were entombed by the explo
home, tho w hole o f the tim e, or for th eir spare mo*
The Record of Journalism.
Field and Sweet Corn, Peas, Beans, Cabbage.
KAHN STATION, PA.
m ents B u sin ess new, lig h t and profitable. Persion in the Bulli Colliery yesterday.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.,
Onion, and hundreds of other garden seeds, all
»ns of e ith er sex e a sily earn from 60 cents to $5.(0
1806 N, Second St,, Philada,, Formerly p0 er
The accident occurred in a tunnel a
We are prepared to do painting, light and heavy
even in g and a proportional sum by d ev o tin g
of which we buy in bulk. Also a large lot of
th eii tim e to the business. B oys and g ir ls earn Having leased the Blacksmith Shop at Blanch- Onion Sets, which we can furnish dealers at
. _ J Prs, J, N. &J, B, HOBENSACK. allearly
mile and a half from the mouth of the JOURNALISTS FIGURE LEAST IN THE ROGUES’ work.
a s much as men. T h a t all who see this m ay ford's Carriage Works, I take this method of in
E.tabll.herl 40 gears. Forthecamof«11Special nsend
GALLERIES OF THE COUNTRY.
special prices. Cali or write for catalogue.
pit. Seven bodies have been recovered.
their address, and test the business, we m ake
B LA CK SM ITH IN G ,
Diseases, including Results of Youthfa] 1m. this offer
To such as are not w e ll satisfied we forming the public that I am fully prepared to
The tunnel is blocked by the /debris From the Sunday News.
prudence, Varicocele, Etc. Callorwriteandbs w ill sc nd one
Yours respectfully,
execute
all
work
pertaining
to
blacksmithing
in
d o lla r to pay for the trouble of w rit
all its branches.
No pains spared to give
curedbya GraduateofJeffersonCollege, withHospital in g. F u ll p articu
lars and outfit free. Address a satisfactory manner. HORSESHOEING and
caused by the explosion.
The sensation caused by the charge in
satisfaction. Give ns a call. .
•Hjietiense. Hour*, 8 to », 6 to V. ÇlilçAU.jliyj,
G eorg e Stinson & Co P ortlan d , M aipe,
JOBBING A SPECIALTY,
£feb
N. H. BENJAMIN k CO.
24feb
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a s h in g t o n ,

E&Sg-The Durable Duck Boot!

REMNANTS !

W . P . F E N T O N , C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .

C L O T H S ,

A START IN LIFE !

Dry Goods and Notions

F U R N IT U R E

- RUBBER BOOTS -

CLOTHS AND CASSIMERES, FINE AND TOUGH! !

Boots & Shoes

HATS AND CAPS !

QoHsware, Glassware, Lamps, &c.

T R A P P E , PA.

DOWN !

:GROCERIES:

DOWH I

R O CK BO TTO M

P R IC E S

MY ENTIRE STOCK, CONSISTING OF

D R Y GOODS, Groceries,
Wood ware, W illow ware.

IS A A C K U L iP ,

JOSEPH

LADIES’ & CHILDREN'S COATS

Beaver - & - Shellenberger,

G.

ion-:- tf COLLEGEVILLE

G O T VV A E S ,

DRUG STORE, tf

PAINTING !

Joseph W. Culbert, Druggist.

= S E E D S =

1.1.

{ {«-

Field and Garden Seeds

Water-Prodf B iilflii Manilla.

H.

M

EOiCAL OFFICES,

WORKING CLASSES

Providence Independent
Thursday, March 31, 1887.
T ER M S:— $1.25

PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.

This paper has a larger circulation
in this section o f the county than any
other paper published. As an adver
tising medium the “ Independent” ranks
among the most desirable papers, having
a lq,rge and steadily increasing circula
tion in various localities throughout the
county.
It is the aim o f the editor and pub
lisher to make the “ Independent” one o f
the best local and general newspapers
in the county, or anywhere else, and to
this end we invite correspondence from
every section.
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
We publish the following schedule gratuitously
for the convenience of our readers.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as
follows :
FOB P H IL A D E L PH IA AND POINTS SOUTH.

Milk.........................................................8.47 a. m.
Accommodation...........................
.8.07 a. m.
Market.................................................... 1-20 p. m.
A c c o m o d a t i o n .........................................4.34 p. m.
FOR A LLENTOW N AND P O IN T S N ORTH AND W EST.

Mail.........................................................7.17 a. m.
Accomodation................
2.14 a. m.
Market.
......... ........... .. ............... 3.13 p. m.
Accommodation....... .............................6.46 p. m.
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.

Milk.............
6.56 a. m.
Accomodation. ...............-.................. 4.46 p. m.

P asto r Surprised.
_The Cottage Kindergarten, Miss
Fenstermacber, teacher, closed a suc
A surprise party was tendered Rev,
cessful winter terra, and new accesssions T* J. Seigfried, pastor of Lower Provi
pext week will make a full attendance dence Baptist church, on Thursday, by
at the Spring terra.
the members of his congregation and
other friends. The visitors, one hun
dred in number, took - full possession
Personal.
and soon proceeded to spread a large
Miss Annie Gristock, of Philadelphia, table, covered with all the delicacies to
Mrs. Josephine Gristock, of Washing tempt the hungry man, and after enjoy
ton, D. C., and Mrs. Rebecca Camp ing the refreshments the time was
bell, of New York city, were in town pleasantly spent before departing. The
over Sunday, the guests of Mr. William guests presented the pastor and his
Gristock and family.
wife with many useful gifts, and also a
Mr. Jacob Graybill, of Kansas, ar purse of money.
rived in town Monday and is stopping
at the residence of his sister, the wife
Sociable.
of A. D. Fetterolf, Esq.
On Tuesday evening, March 22, the
Ex-Senator Royer, of Norristown, Eclectic Literary Circle of this place
and C. F. Peixoto, of Philadelphia, held their last meeting for the season.
spent a brief period in this place, Mon Since Miss Alice Hunsicker, the presi
day.
_________ _
dent of the Circle, expects soon to
leave the community to fill a position
Fighting the Fire.
as teacher.in State Normal School at
Millersville, the Circle very appropri
To the rear of the buildings of the ately consummated the event by having
Roberts Machine Company, this place, arranged a sociable which was held at
there is a wide expanse of unoccupied her residence on that evening. The
land, covered with long dead grass. following were present : Misses Alice
A section of this began burning, the Hunsicker, Lizzie Gephart, Sue Hun
result of boys’ play, Friday atternoon, sicker, Minnie Weinberger, Emily D.
nd for a time the large warehouse of Hamer, Bertha Hendricks, Adele Fet
the Company was in imminent danger terolf, Hattie Fetterolf, Lena Shuler,
of becoming ignited. The vigorous Ella Miller, Prof. A. L. Landis, Prof.
efforts of those who industriously E. M. Landis, Dr. B. F. Place, S. L.
fought the flames served to stop a fur Messinger, H. H. Hendricks, E. H.
ther spread of the fire, and a serious Longstreth, A. R. Hunsicker, Horace
conflagration was thus averted. The Rimby. Refreshments were furnished
firm extend their heartiest thanks to by the popular caterer Richards, x.
all wlio assisted in subdueing the fire.

NORTH.

Accommodation..................................... 2.31 a. m.
Milk........................................................ 5.36 p. m.

communications, business or
otherwise, transmitted to us through the
mails, to receive immediate attention,
must be directed to Collegeville, P. 0.,
hereafter.
Home Flashes and Stray Sparks
From Abroad.
—For pure field and garden seeds go
to N. H. Benjamin & Co., Phcenixville.
—Tuesday, March 29, another frigid
wave held full sway and made humanity
shiver !
—Prof. J. L. Markley left Tuesday
to enter upon his duties as music
teacher at the Huntingdon State- Nor
mal School. Success to him.
—Garden-making may be the order
of the day sometime between now and
the middle of August. The tomato
plants in the windows will wax tall be
fore they are transplanted.
—There will be a sale of Iowa horses
at Smoyer’s hotel, Trappe, to-day
See adv.
_Prof. Reichenbach reports that he
expects large classes in the Academic
department of Ursinus College for the
spring term. The total attendance at
the college is likely to be larger than
at any previous spring term.
—D. H. Casselberry will arrive at
bis stables, near this place, next Mon
day, with another lot of Virginia
horses. Go and see them.
_Rev. O. P. Shellhamer of the Senior
Class, Theological Department,Ursinus
has just been elected pastor of the Zion
Reformed church, of York, Pa.
_A baby, not more than two hours
old, was found on a door-step in Nor
ristown on Tuesday night, last week
and, notwithstanding the exposure it
had was reported on Thursday to be
doing well. A heartless mother’s child.

First Anniversary.
The first anniversary of the Star
Literary Society of the-Trappe Gram
mar School took place in Masonic
Hall last Saturday evening. The hall
was filled from entrance to rostrum,
and a great deal of interest was taken
in the exercises. The program was
well selected and executed, not one
failing to perform their part in a cred
itable manner. The anniversary occa
sion from first to last was a very en
tertaining event, and one that reflected
no little credit upon not only the
pupils but the efficient principal oi the
Trappe school, Mr. W. S. Price.
An Incipient Conflagration.
Monday, of last week, the smoke
and wash house of Miss Kate Shupe,
Evansburg, caught fire from the bake
oven. Mrs. F. G. Kraft observed
smoke issuing from the roof, and her
husband, the affable postmaster, gave
the alarm. The neighbor^ and the
middle ward fire brigade were soon on
hand, and by working heroically, suc
ceeded in extinguishing the flames.
Miss Shupe extends sincere thanks to
those who controlled the incipient con
flagration and thus prevented a dis
astrous fire.
Collision.
Wednesday night F. R. Deeds, of
Lower Providence, and Mahlon Koch,
this place, were returning from the big
blaze at Trappe, when opposite Wm.
Roberts’ residence, Trappe, their vehi
cle suddenly, and with considerable
force, collided with W. J. Thompson’s
team, going in an opposite direction.
Mr. Thompson was accompanied by
two other gentlemen, whose names we
have not at hand. The occupants of
both carriages were rudely jostled, and
some of them were thrown violently
upon terra firms. Mr. Koch landed
near the heels of Mr. Deeds’"horse, and
his escape from serious or fatal injuries
was surprising. Mr. Thompson was
considerably bruised, and none escaped
without injuries more or less painful.
I t is hardly necessary to state that
both carriages were taken to Blanchford’s emporium next morning for re
pairs.

_A bill has been introduced in the
House of Representatives, at Harris
burg, Pa., to reduce the membership of
A Second Mishap.
school, boards from six to five, in order
to avoid deadlocks. The measure is
W. J. Thompson, the popular dealer
regarded as a good one.
in meats, had hardly recovered, Satur
day, from the injuries he received by
__The Pottstown Ledger speaks of reason of the collision the night of the
our esteemed Brother Robarts as fire, when a second misfortune befell
“ Alphabet Robarts.” Just what the him. He was driving his pair of bays
Ledger means to imply we’d like to in the vicinity of the lumberyard, when
know.
the sudden appearance of a pair of bi
—Miss Sailie Fenstermacber has de cycles caused his horses to turn sharply
cided to start a singing class for child to one side, breaking the pole, and
ren. Meetings of the class will be held nearly upsetting his meat wagon. The
Saturday afternoons at
o’clock. The jolt threw one of the horses down, and
first meeting will be held next Saturday the other came near “going through”
afternoon.
Miss Fenstermacher de the wagon. The animals were not al
serves the hearty encouragement of pa lowed to escape. Very fortunately Mr.
rents in the laudable work she is about Tbompsom escaped injury. William
has had his full share of mishaps lately
to undertake.
and we hope the fates will deal gently
_I. T. Miller, arrived at his stables, with him for a long while to come.
near Limerick Square, Tuesday, with
still another lot of fine horses, as good
Removal.
as any he has handled this season, in
cluding heavy draught, business and
S. H. Price, Y. S., a gentleman whose
driving horses; also a few promising services have been frequently required
young “steppers.
There are alwaj’s in this section in the treatment of af
from fifteen to forty head of horses for flicted animals, removes to-day (Thurs
sale at the Limerick stables.
day) to 541 Chain street, Norristown.
Dr. Price has been very successful in
—Mr. Wayne S. Heebner, of Norri- his profession and it is for the purpose
ton, has in his possession au iron of enlarging his sphere of business
weather vane made by his great-grand that be has decided to locate at the
father, Christopher Heebner. I t has Hub. We, in common with his friends,
the initials, C. H., and the date, 1769, wish him an enlarged practice and con
cut upon it. Christopher Heebner was tinued success as a veterinary surgeon.
one of the pioneers of N orriton township.
—A peculiarity of Tuesday’s snow
storm was that about 14 inches of snow
fell at Dublin, while both north and
south of that village for several miles,
but seven or eight inches fell.—Demo
crat. The same peculiarity was ob
served over this way. A t this place
the fall of snow was not over an inch
while the Skippack hills, a mile south,
were covered with no less than six
inches of the “ beautiful.”
—The Nos8 Family of musicians gave
a very pleasant entertainment in Col
legeville hall, Wednesday evening, last
week. The hall was packed with hu
manity and everybody appeared to be
delighted with the Family. Miss Ber
tha, only ten years old, is a charming
little actress. She performed her difficult
parts almost perfectly. The Noss
Family have w->n a very good reputa
tion in this community.

Firms Changed.
Jacob Fuss, of Grater’s Ford a gen
tleman of considerable business ability
and experienc, recently bought R. A.
Grover’s interest in the feed and coal
business at Oaks Station. Mr. Fuss
will take hold of bis new venture about
the first of April, and we predict suc
cess for him.
As will be readily seen by glancing
at the first page of this week’s issue, a
new firm—A. C. & I. C. Landes—have
assumed control of the extensive mill
ing business at Yerkes Station, for
merly conducted by J. H. Landes. The
new firm have decided to effect a change
of methods in the flour business, and
the spirit" of go-aheadativeness mani
fested is certainly evidence of their in
tentions to prosecute a lively trade.
Read the adv. Success to the new firm.

^ RARE BUSINESS CHANCE—

rolled, 43. Per cent, of attendance of Pennsylvania in General Assembly met, and DUBLIC SA LE'O F
during term : males, 92 ; females, 93. it is hereby enacted by the authority of the same :
That the qualified electors of the Thirty-eighth
PO TATO ES!
Annie Smith, teacher.

FOR SALE.—The stock of store goods of
the late Jones Rogers, of Royerstord, are offered
Judicial District shall at the next general elec
at
private
sale. This is the only 6tore In the
Will be sold at public sale, at Mont Clare Sta
tion iu the same manner prescribed by law for tion,
town doing a general business. The business
Penn’a
R.
R..
opposite
Phceirixville,
on
FROM GRATER’S FORD.
the election of president judge, elect one person SATURDAY, APRIL 2, 1887, 400 bushels of done at this stand has been the largest in the
and has been profitable. I t is well worth
Grain in this section is looking un for said district learned in the law to serve as an Potatoes, from the car at 3 o’clock, p. m. Take town
of this chance and lay in a supply of the attention of any one wishing .to engage in
usually poor for this season of the year. additional law judge of the several courts in said advantage
the
business
as the place is enjoying a great de
Murphies.
H. H. ALLEBACH.
gree of prosperity. There is also a large scope
Most farmers are predicting but a half district; said additional law judge shall possess
of surrounding country to draw upon.
crop, others only one fourth crop. The the same qualifications which are required by
S. B. LAT8HAW,
) Admin>3
the
constitution
and
the
laws
for
president
judge,
DUBLIC
SALE
OF
MINERVA ROGERS, j Aamin 3
cause is the severe winter, having had
and
shall
be
commissioned
by
the
Governor
and
Or
their
attorney
:
Royersford,
Pa.
but very little snow to cover and pro
E. L. Hallman, Norristown, Pa.
24feb
hold his office by the same tenure as other judges
tect it.
of the courts of record, required to be learned in
Michael Freed is having several the law, and for the same term as the president
IRE 1 FIR E 1 1—NOTICE !
Will be sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY,
rooms papered in his new house. M. judge. Vacancies in the office hereby created, APRIL
4, ’87, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,
H. Keelor is doing the work.
whether caused by death, resignation, expiration 25 Head of FRESH COWS with calves,
The members of the Mutual Fire Insurance
direct from York county. Good judg Co., of Montgomery county, are hereby notified
Our new M. D., is fast gaining prac of term or otherwise, shall be filled in the same
ment was exercised in the selection of that a contribution was levied March 12,1887, of
tice. He is doing very well, consider manner as is required by law in ease of a similar
ithis .stock, and it will be to the inter One Dollar on each One Thousand Dollars for
vacancy in the office of president judge. The est of purchasers to attend sale. Also 300 which they are insured, and that M. McGlathery,
ing the time he has been with us.
said additional law judge shall have the same bushels of Potatoes and a fine dark bay Horse 4 Treasurer of said Company, will attend at his
Doc. Spear’s grey mare, ‘-Nellie,” power, authority and jurisdiction in term time years old. Sale at 2 o’clock, p. m., sharp. office, No. 506 Swede St., iu the Borough of Nor
ristown, to receive said assessments.
has been sick the past week, which pre and in vacation in'the several courts of the said Conditions by .
H. H. ALLEBACH.
The 40 days’ time for payment of said tax will
vented him from attending to all the district and be subject to the same duties, pro J. G, Fetterolf,auct
I. H. Johnson, clerk. date from March 22,1887
M. McGLATHERY.
visions
and
penalties
as
the
president
judge
cases on hand.
March 19,1887.
(3-24-6t)
Treasurer.
thereof and receive a yearly salary of four thou
UBLIC SALE OF
Abram G. Grater will sell his per sand dollars, to be paid out of the state treasury
sonal effects on April 1st. He intends in quarterly payments in the same manner as the
EXTRA HEAVY
IRE ! FIR E !—NOTICE !
removing with his family to Norris salaries of president judges are now paid. That
town. John Miller will sell personal the said additional law judge shall have the same
The members of the Union Mutual Fire and
property on April 4th. He will re power and authority to hold special and ad
Storm Insurance Company of Montgomery Co.,
Will be sold at Public Sale on THURSDAY, are
hereby
notified that a contribution was levied
move to Philadelphia.
journed courts in his own or other judicial dis APRIL 7, ’87, at Smoyer’s Hotel, Trappe, 20 on February 4,1887, of one dollar on eafeh one
«æSjrSgHead
of
Fresh
Cows.
From
Lancaster
Our schools close this week. Prof. tricts as president judges have by existing laws.
County. They are a very fine lot of cows thousand dollars, for which they are insured,
See. 2. Anyone of the judges of the said to select from and farmers and dairymen are re and that Henry Fleck, Treasurer of said Com
Hoffecker will hold an examination
pany, will attend at the office of the Company,
this Thursday, at the Grater’s Ford Thirty-eighth judicial district shall have full spectfully invited to attend this sale, as I have Swede street, opposite the Court house, in the
thé
stock
to
give
satisfaction
and
will
sell
them
power
and
authority
to
hold
the
orphans’
court
borough of Norristown, to receive said assess
school house.
and the court of common pleas of the said dis without reserve. Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions ments. The 40 days’ time for payment will date
by
NELSON O. NAILLE.
from March 1,1887. Persons sending money by
trict, and to try all civil pleas and actions, real, D.McFeat.auct.
J.Casselberry,clerk. mail must accompany it with postage for return
Deaths.
personal, and mixed, as well in equity as at law,
of receipt.
HENRY FLECK,
10mar3t
Treasurer. *
Mrs. Anna Shupe, widow of Michael and it shall be lawful for any one of the said
DUBLIC
SALE
OF
Shupe, died at the residence of her son- judges when be thinks it expedient to reserve
in-law, C. F. Peixoto, 952 Kurtz street, questions of law which may arise on trial of a
UBLIC SALE OF
Philadelphia, Friday morning, aged 80 cause for the consideration and judgment of both
years and 6 months. The remains were of the said judges sitting together, Provided,
Kepler’s Large Furniture W are brought here Monday morning and in That the said judges shall disagree on any ques
STORE GOODS
house Destroyed by Fire.
tion reserved as aforesaid the opinion of the
Will be sold at public sale on WEDNESDAY
terred in the Lutheran cemetery, judge
before whom the cause was tried, shall
and THURSDAY, APRIL 6 and 7, ’87, at the
Wednesday night, between 9:30 and Trappe. The deceased was a resident
as the judgment of the court. And proWill be sold at public sale on THURSDAY, Rahii Station Store, a variety of store goods, the
11 o’clock, last week, J. S. Kepler’s of this township for many years, and stand
also, that either party shall have the right MARCH 31,1887, at Smoyer’s Hotel, Trappe, £0 balance of our stock, consisting of notions,
large Furniture warehouse, Trappe, her husband, who died a number of vided
Head of Iowa Horses, consisting of Draught, gents’, ladies’ and children’s hose ; shoes and
to a bill of exceptions to the opinion of the court Driving
and General Purpose Horses. Among gloves for ladies, men and hoys ; also lot of
was entirely destroyed by fire. Mr. years ago, was a very well-known citi as if the point had been ruled and decided on
the
lot are two fast trotters and several fine boots, gents’ collars, ties, and handkerchiefs ;
Kepler was about retiring for the night, zen. And both have gone to the silent the trial of the cause.
Clydesdalearid Norman colts. These horses are Hardware—hinges, locks, augers, braces and
when he heard a strange noise. Upon city of the dead.
Sec. 3. Any one of the judges of the said Thir the kind to give excellent satisfaction to pur bits, screws, sash fasteners ; Drugs—pills, lini
chasers, and deserve the attention of buyers ments, cough syrup, &c.; carpets, tub s; horse
looking out from his bedroom win
ty-eighth judicial district shall have full power They will be at Smoyer’s Stables a few days prior brushes, hand and scrubbing brushes, &c.; lot
dow he was terribly startled to see
Mary, a two-year-old daughter of Mr. and authority to hold the courts of oyer and to the day of sale. Come and see them. Sale at of tobacco by the pound, pots, flower pots, lot of
flames issuing from the northeast corner and Mrs. Henry Stern, this place, died terminer, and general jail delivery and quarter 1 o’clock, sharp. Conditions by
terracotta ceiling pots, buckets, and many other
EYRICK & MATZ.
articles not mentioned. Also a lot of tea, soap,
of his furniture store. About this time suddenly Sunday afternoon, after a sessions of the peace for the trial of all indict
C.U.Bean,clerk. pumps, &c., at private, sale at bargains. Sale at
the fire was noticed by several of- the brief illness. All of Mr. Stern’s family ments, and also for the passing of sentence, and Frank Evans,auct.
1 o’clock, each day.
neighbors, and the alarm was soon ■have been suffering of late with an af for the adjudication of cases of breaches of the
J. S. WEINBERGER,
J. C. TYSON,
spread. The flames had already gained fection of the throat, and it was a dis peace, for the punishment of all contempts, and PR O PO SA L S FOR A PR IL, 1887.
J. ESPENSHIP.
the mastery, and it was a matter of im ease of a similar nature that caused the to make all such orders and decrees and render
J. G. Fetterolf, auct.
The Directors of the Poor and House of Em
possibility to save any part of the death of the youngest of the family. all such judgments as he shall consider legal
of Montgomery County invite sealed
structure. A few pieces of furniture The funeral will be held to-day. In and equitable in all cases within the jurisdiction ployment
proposals for the following articles at the above J p U B L IC SALE OF
were hastily removed before the roof terment in Trinity Christian church of the said courts
named Almshouse, on
Sec. 4. Each of the judges of the said Thirtyand upper floors gave way. It required cemetery, this place.
MONDAY, APRIL 4, 1887.
eighth judicial district shall have equal jurisdicT
hard labor and plenty of it to save
8 pieces cottonade.
3 “ muslin % yds. wide (best quality).
Mrs. Streeper’s barn and house, and it
Peter Saylor died on Friday after tion in the civil and criminal courts of the said
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY,
1 “ check shirting.
was thought for a time that the thickly noon, .at his residence in Limerick district. And any of said judges shall have full
APRIL 7, ’87, on the G. W. Zimmerman farm in
1 “ fine shirt muslin.
flying sparks would surely ignite sev Square, Montgomery county, aged power and authority to make all such orders and
Upper
Providence township, one mile west of
1 “ gray flannel.
Collegeville, and one-half mile from Yerkes Sta
1 “ Lead colored drilling.
eral other buildings in the immediate about 82 years. He had been feeble in decrees and render all such judgements as he
tion, Perk. R. R.,the following personal prop
1 barrel xxx marrowfat beans.
vicinity.
Fortunately,- however, the mind and body for some time. His shall consider just and equitable in all cases
erty : Four horses : No. 1, a roan horse 5 years
1 “
Rice.
course of the wind was favorable and the wife survives him, with three daughters, within the jurisdiction of the several courts of 125 pounds peas.
old, 16 hands high, well broke single and double,
the
said
district
or
within
the
jurisdiction
of
the
good
on tread power ; No. 2, brown horse 6
2 kegs barley.
destructive work of the fire fiend.was Mrs. Joseph Decker, of Perkiomen
years old, 16 hands high, well broken single and
president
judge
thereof.
2
boxes
teas.
confined alone to Mr. Kepler’s building. Junction ; Mrs. Simeon Rosenberry,
double, works well on tread power ; No. 3, hay
1 dozen scrubbing brushes.
Mr. Kepler had-on hand an immense Schwenksville, Salvia and Alexander " Sec. 5. The Governor is hereby authorized by
mare, 4 years old, works well double ; No. 4, a
3 barrels sugar house molasses.
and
with
the
consent
of
the
Senate
to
appoint
good bay horse, old enough to “ sleep by .him
3 “ syrup.
stock of furniture, wheels, &c., to meet Saylor at home. Deceased was for some competent person learned in the law as ad
self.”
20 head of fat steers, weighing about
“ B. sugar,
the requirements of his spring trade, so many years toll keeper at Limerick ditional law judge of the said Thirty-eighth judi 4001 pounds
1400 pounds each-; 250.
unroasted coffee.
that the fire was particularly disastrous Square.
bushels oats, lot of grain J!
cial-district until the first Monday in January 300 “ smoking tobacco (}A lb. packages)
bags 30 tons of Timothy,a
100 “ Hemlock sole leather No. 1. 19 to 20
to his business interests for this season.
next succeeding the first general election after
mixed and meadow hay, 10 tons of
pounds per side.
The loss is estimated at $6,500, which
The Pottstown Robbery.
wheat
straw,
1000 sheaves cornfodder, 2 sets of
1 boat load good hard coal % egg and %
the passage of this act.
is partly covered by insurance in the
stage
harness,
2 sets of lead harness, all nearly
stove, delivered along side the Almshouse wharf
free of freight on or before April 20, 1887. Mine new ; collars, blind and head halters, lines, &c ;
Phoenix Mutual and a Philadelphia A LOST P A W N TIC K E T LEAD S TO THE A R 
Champion mower, used one year ; horse rake,
to be designated.
TTOR SALE !
Company. Much sympathy has been
REST OF THE BURGLAR.
Samples of goods required. All goods to be nearly new ; broad-wheel wagon for two or four
expressed by Mr. Kepler’s neighbors
delivered at Almshouse or either of the depots horses, 2 narrow-tread wagons, one a JarretGeorge R. Frank, who has been stop
town make ; wagon bed, 2 sets of hay ladders,
Falling Top (piano, box) Carriage ; set of at Phoenixville free of freight.
and friends upon his misfortune. We
ping
at
406
North
Seventh
street,
Phila
good as new ; 2 Wlard plows, 2 spike harrows,
light
harness.
Apply
to
JOHN O. CLEMENS, )
are not adyised as to whether it is his
cultivator, hoe harrow, single and double trees,
8fcblm
SAMUEL G. CASSEL,
HARRY 8. LOWERY, > Directors.
delphia,
was
held
by
Magistrate
Cobb
purpose, or not, to rebuild. It is very
&c., and many other articles. The farming im
Lower Providence P. O.
Near Markley’s Mill.
WM.G. WRIGHT,
)
plements have been used only one season. Every
Attest : David H. Ross, Clerk.
17mar
probable, however, that he will erect Friday in $1,500 bail and handed over
thing to he sold for the highest dollar. Sale at 1another building and resume his busi to the authorities of Pottstown on sus
R SALE, OR RENT!
o’clock. Conditions : 90 days on all sums over
picion of having robbed the store of
ness.
G. W. ZIMMERMAN,
$ 20 .
PROPOSALS
J. M. ZIMMERMAN,
Dives, Pomeroy & Stewart, in that
A Fine Home in Collegeville. House 10
M. P. ANDERSON.
borough. The place was entered two roomed and furnished with all modern con
T h e Zwinglian Anniversary.
Proposals for the material and construction
weeks ago and $400 worth of goods and veniences. Lot supplied with fruit in bearing of a school building on the site of Bethel’s school
UBLIC SALE OF
The Zwinglian Society of Ursinus $200 in cash were taken. On the morn condition. For further particulars apply to
house, in Upper Providence township, will be
4no
DR. J. H. HAMER, Collegeville, Pa.
i
eceived
by
the
undersigned
until
April
9,
1887
College celebrated its seventeenth anni ing after the robbery a pawn ticket
Plans and specifications can be had of Abraham
versary in the college chapel on the calling for a coat at Silberstein’s loan
Personal Property !
Weikel. Trappe. The right to reject any or all
evening of the 24th. The stage o f the office, Ninth and Race streets, was p O R SALE !
bids reserved.
Will be sold at public sale, on FRIDAY,
17mar
BUILDING COMMITTEE.
chapel was handsomely decorated for found in the store. I t had evidently
APRIL 1, ’87, at the residence of the subscriber,
A lot of Burbank Potatoes, and about 25
in the village of Grater’s Ford, the following
the occasion with plants from Rimby’s dropped out of the robber’s pocket.
tons of horse manure. Apply at
articles : One grey horse, coming 12 years oldv
hot houses. Promptly at eight o’clock
GROSS’ COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL.
On last Tuesday afternoon Frank 3-10
a good and quiet family horse. Two jump-seat
gST A T E NOTICE
the speakers, faculty, and societies en went to the pawn office and asked for
carriages, in good repair ; lot wagon, two-seated
sleigh, plow, one-horse drag harrow, cultivator,
tered. After a beautiful harp solo, and the coat, claiming that he had lost the
Estate of Mary Bean, late of Skippack town wheelbarrow, No. 1 American cider mill, in good
it RENT !
the invocation by Rev. Meminger, H. ticket. The pawnbroker refused to
ship, Montgomery county, deceased. Letters repair ; 4 barrels of good cider vinegar, 2 full
Testamentary on the above estate having been
E. Kratz gracefully welcomed those surrender the article and Frank went
sets of single harness, collars, blind A house, large yard and garden at Areola. granted to the undersigned, all persons indebted
halters, fly straps, string of bells, forks,
present and then spoke on the subject, to Magistrate Cobb’s office and made Apply
to
said
estate
are
requested
to
make
immediate
E.
CORSON,
to
L.
rakes, shovels, garden hoes, grubbing
payment, and those having legal claims, to pre
“Necessity of Recreation,” in a fresh an affidavit that he had lost the ticket.
Areola, Pa.
Simar
hoe, pick axe, good post spade, half
sent
the
same
without
delay
to
and most pleasing style. The three The pawnbroker, who had been notified
bushel and half peck measures, lot of empty
C. U. BEAN, Royersford, Pa.
bags,
horse
blankets, empty barrels and boxes,
orations following were delivered by E. of the robbery and the finding of the
OR RENT !
Or his Attorney,
25 extra large fowls by the pound, hen manure
E. L. HALLMAN, Norristown, Pa.
3-81 by the barrel, double and,single trees, clevis,
W. Lentz, O. H. E. Rauch, and H. T. ticket by the Pottstown authorities
Boyer, on the respective subjects, sent word down to Magistrate Cobb’s
small chains, 2 axes, saws, lot of carpenter tools,
A good house and garden, with privilege of
lot of wood and boards ; also lot of building and
“ Vanity of Pride,” “ Intellectual Inde office to arrest Frank, and he iyas taken from two to six acres of land if desired, in Lower NOTICE
and flag stone. House and kitchen furniture :—
school.
pendence” and “Earth’s Battles.”“ Cal into custody. A t the hearing Friday Providence township, nearC.Level
Large copper kettle, Iron kettle, iron pots, tubs,
TYSON KRATZ.
vin U. O. Derr pronounced the eulogy, a number of house-hold articles which EaF’A lot of hay and straw for sale.
The undersigned Executors of the estate of buckets, pans, No. 8 cook stove, small stove,
24mar
Peter Keyser, deceased, hereby give notice that bedstead, chairs, large cupboard, lounge, wood
on “ Bayard Taylor.” The Zwinglian were found in Frank’s room were ident
persons indebted to said estate are expected to box, Metz’s meat grinder, something good ;
oration found a most able champion in ified as part of the stolen goods and a
make payment as soon as possible, so as to sausage stuffer, lard press, carpets by the yard
OR RENT !
the person of Thad. S. Krause, who Constable from Pottstown took him in
facilitate the settlement of the estate. Those (rag and ingrain), large and small potatoes by
having claims against the same will please pre the bushel, and numerous other articles that
spoke on the subject, “ Ripples in Our charge. The detectives are looking for
A seven room house in good repair ; half sent them at once.
will be hunted up by ths day of sale. Sale at 1
National Stream.” In excellence of his accomplice.
acre of good land, stable, &c., half mile east of
CAROLINE G. KEYSER,
o’clock, sharp. Conditions by
Evansburg. For further particulars apply to
delivery he undoubtedly carried off the
N. BYRON KEYSER,
J.G.Fetterolf,auct.
A. G. GRATER.
27jan
MRS. AARON FRANTZ.
31-mar
,
Executors.
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honors of the evening, receiving a thun
dering tribute of applause. The matter
of the speeches was above the usual
standard of excellence, and pointed in
the right direction, showing the need
of recreation, phj’sical and psychical;
the vanity of pride, and the absolute
need of a due amount of intellectual in
dependence in order to fight earth’s
battles successfully, all so well exem
plified in the person of Bayard Taylor,
who departed life while endeavoring to
quiet ripples in our .national stream.
The music between each production
was furnished by Setaro, the harpist,
and a zither quartette, all from Phila
delphia. The anniversary was eminently
a success, many of the audience declar
ing it was the best they had yet at
tended at the college.

School Report.
Report of the Trappe Primary School
for the school month ending March 23,
1887. Whole number in attendance
during month : males, 18 ; females, 23 ;
total, 41. Average attendance : males,
15 ; females, 18 ; total, 33. Per cent,
of attendance : males, 97 ; females, 91;
total, 94, The following attended
every day during the month : Anna
Shumaker, Irene Wagner, Katie Tyson,
Mary Frederick, Annie Brunner, Mary
Livengood, Edna Livengood, Florence
Livengood, Mattie Polley, Lillie Dorworth, Sailie Pugh, Bertha Wismer,
Samuel Fry, David Styer, Thomas
Minshall, Charles Kepler, Daniel Yerk,
Charles Raymond Wagner, Harvey
Tyson, William Major, and Frank
Shuler. The following attended every
day during the school term : Irene
Wagner, Mary Frederick, Annie, Brun
ner and Samuel Fry. Average attend
ance during term : males, 15 ; females,
20 } total, 35. Number of pupils en-

In Relation to the Judgeship.
The following communication, con
tabling several very pertinent remarks
was published in a recent issue of the
Norristown Times :
E ditor D a ily T im es :— Mr. Swartz
is trying to use the County Committee
of the Republican party to get them in
their representative capacity to nomin
ate him for Judge. He tried that once
before and got a big set-back before the
people. Let the County Committee
as Committeemen, "keep their hands off.
They have no right to make nomina
tions or to recommend candidates, and
Chairman Leeds has refused to be used
in this trickery. We want you, Mr.
Editor, to expose this business. Hon.
George N. Corson is as much entitled
to the Judgeship as any member of the
Bar, and much more so than any of his
juniors, and the County Committee
bave no right, except as citizens and
voters—not as a Committee or as Com
mitteemen—to attempt to forstall the
sentiments of the people or to influence
the. Governor in a full and fair choice.
Hickorytown, March 26, 1887J oseph T allman .

ADDITIONAL JUDGE BILL.
FU LL T E X T OF THE MEASURE A S IT BECAM E
A LA W .

w

ANTED !

A young man to work at blacksmithing un
der instructions. One who has served a year or
two at the trade. Apply at
3-10 COLLEGEVILLE CARRIAGE WORKS.

F

First-class mortgages upon Montgomery
county properties at 5 and 6 per cent. Western
mortgages, principal, and interest at 7 per cent.,
guaranteed.
F. G. HOBSON.

OR SALE !
g P R I N G SESSION OF

A large lot ot fine, white, 8 ply linen shirts.
Only odd sizes, Nos. 14,14)4,16J4 and 17, for 85
S . H. YSLLIS,
cents up to 50.
Grater’s Ford, Pa.
3mar-4t

F

USTATE NOTICE 1
MORTGAGES FOR SALE !

OR SALE !

Two horses, 5 and 6 years old, of good s’ze,
sound and gentle, will work anywhere ; fearless
of locomotives. Apply at
8-10
COLLEGEVILLE ROLLER MILLS.

F° R

SALE

WasMitoi Hall Meniate Institute
WILL OPEN MONDAY, APRIL 4, 1887.
For circulars, &c., apply to
D. L. RAMBO, A. M.
24mar
Trappe, Pa.

Pure Sugar Syrup, Fine Groceries
Warranted 150° Fire-test Head-light Oil
Ha ll

and

L ib r a r y L a m p s .

A building lot, 100 feet front by 200 feet TOOLS AND HARDWARE, IRON AND STEEL.
deep, in Collegeville. Will be sold between now
and first of April, or not at all. Apply to
lOmar
J. C. LANDES, Collegeville, Pa.

ANTED !
W Young
l i t Boor to the “M p i M ” O le,
men or women to learn cigar making.

YOB

w orld, C apital n o t needed ; you are sta rte d
free. Both sexes ; ail ages. Any one can do th e
w ork. L arg e e a rn in g s su re fro n first s ta rt. Cost
ly o u tfit -—
an d tortus ---|
Iree L
. —
B e -tte r not dt-lav.
---------. . ,.Costs
»On n o th in g to send v s yo u r ad d ress a n a Ann o u t
jf you are wise-you will do so at once. H .H a llett

‘ & Co., Portland, Maine,

Estate of Amos G. Coleman, M. D., late of
Limerick township, Montgomery county, dec’d.
All persons indebted to said estate are requested
to make immediate payment, and those having
legal claims against the same, will present them
without delay in proper order for settlement to
II. W, KRATZ,'Executor,
lOmarGt
Trappe, Montg. Co., Pa.

Fresh Roasted Coffees! ^ST A T E NOTICE 1

The full text ot the bill authorizing
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
an Additional Law Judge for Mont- Good wages and steady employment guaranteed 20jan
after
learning.
Apply
to
gomerj’ County, is here laid before the 17mr]' W. K. GRESH & SONS, Norristown, Pa.
public in order that a true idea of its
W. GOTWALS.
Y E R K E S
spirit and -provisions may be known to
can liv e a t homo, and m ak e m ore m oney a t
all :
------- BUTCHER AND D EA LER IN —
work for us, th a n a t a n y th in g else in th is
An act to authorize an Additional Law Judge
of the several courts of the Thirty-eighth Judi
clal District.
_
„ .. __ . - .
..
Section 1. B eit enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives of the Commonwealth

JgSTATE NOTICE !

A Kentucky (sorrel) mare, coming 6 years
old ; well broken single and double. An excel CANNED FRUIT, VEGETABLES and FISH.
lent road- beast : paces and racks under the sad 1 ^ ° TRY THE 50c. BLACK TEA.
dle. Apply at
THIS OFFICE.

P<OR SALE !

Estate of Margaret Cox, late of Upper Provi
dence, Montgomery county, deceased. All per
sons indebted to said estate are requested to
make immediate payment, and those having
legal claims against the same, will present them
without delay in proper order for settlement to
3-24-6t
JOB T. COX, Adm’r, Oaks, Pa.

J.

PA

Beef,: V eal: a n d : M utton!
Will serve the citizens of Collegeville and
vicinity every Tuesday and Fiid ly.
apl6-t-f

Estate of Kate Hunsicker, late of Upper Provi
dence township, Montgomery county, deceased.
Notice is hereby given that Letters of Adminis
tration having been granted to the undersigned,
all parties indebted to said estate are requested
to make immediate payment, and those having
claims against the same will present them in
proper order for settlement to
SARAH HUNSICKER, Administratrix.
17mar
Yerkes, Pa.

USTATE NOTICE !
Estate of Joseph Miller, late of Lower Provi
dence township, deceased. Letters testamentary
upon said estate having been granted to the un
dersigned, all persons indebted to the same are
requested to make prompt payment, and those
having claims will present them to
lOfeb
HANNAH MILLER, Executrix.

AFFLICTED«^UNFORTUNATE
A fte r

a ll

o th e rs *

fa ll c o n s u lt

329 N. 15th St., below CaUowhill, Phila., Pa.
2 0 years experience in all S P E C I A L diseases. Per

manently restores those weakened by early indiscre
tions, & c Call or write. Advice free and stnctly con
fidential. Hours; i i a. m. till 2, and 7 to 10 evening*

CUNDAY PAPERS.

J W. ROYER, M. D-,

The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,

Practising Physician,TR A P P E , PA,
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hall.

Y. W EBER, M. D.,

Practising

Physician,

Department of Agriculture.

THAT LINE FENCE.
Old
Farmer
Smith came home in a miff
HBNRY YOST,
From
his
field
the other day,
News Agent,
■„ Collegeville.
While his sweet little wife, the pride of
his life,
JJA RTRA N FT HOUSE,
At her wheel was spinning away.
NORRISTOWN, PA.

E V A N SB U R G , PA

And ever and anon a gay little song
With the buzz of her wheel kept tim e;
H. P. B e e r e r , Clerk.
And his wrathful brow is clearing now,
Under her cheerful rhyme.

Office Hours:—until 9. a. m., 7 to 9 p. m.

P. K. G a b l e , Proprietor.

T H. HAMER, M. D.

Boarding at Reasonable rates.
Free Omnibus Meets all Trains at Bridgeport.
Finest Hotel Stabling in the County
and Good Hostlers.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Till 9 a. in. 12 to 2 p. m.
After 6 p. m.
ga^Special attention given to diseases of the
eye aud ear.
Office H odrs : j

J)R . B. F. PLACE,
D

E

N

T

I S T

!

!

86 E. Airy Street, (opposite Veranda House)
NORRISTOWN. Branch Office: COLLEGE
VILLE, Mondays and Tuesdays.
( W Prices greatly reduced.

N S. BORNE MAN, D. D. S.,
( dr.

of d en ta l surgery)

“ Come, come, little Turk, put away
your work,
And listen to what I say :
What can I do, but a quarrel brew
With the man across the way ?

“ I have built my fence, but he won’t
commence
To lay a single ra il;
The undersigned, having again taken charge of
the Collegeville Restaurant, is once more
His cattle get in, and the feed gets thin—
prepared to furnish the public
I am tempted to make a sale I”

I a in and Drinking Accommodations.

“ Why, John, dear John, how you do
g o OD

I ’m afraid it will be as they say.”
OYSTERS A SPECIALTY j R* »„d °PannedW6d
“No, no, little wife, I beard that strife
Applets, Oranges, Lemons, Pigs, In a lawyer’s hands don’t pay.

and digest food for two, instead of one,
and should have a plenty of wholesome,
nuitritions and digestible food. Fe
males are more nervous and excitable
while carrying their young, and unusual
care should be exercised to prevent an
noyance, such as would excite their
fears and disturb their serenity. They
should be provided with clean, com
fortable quarters, so as to keep them
as quiet and contented as possible.
Pregnant animals sbould be partially
separated from the others ; not neces
sarily removed from sight, as that
might cause uneasiness and discontent,
but they should bave separate pens or
stalls so that they cannot be harrassed
by the others.
They should be kept from repulsive
odors, as abortion among cows some
times result from such odors. Their
food should be slightly laxative, as
constipation is unfavorable to easy,
normal partuition. In fact, the stock
man’s eye should be on bis stock dur
ing this period, that he may discover
their conditions and needs and be
ready to promptly afford assistance
when required.

We wish to call special
attention to our Improved

H A V E TO P SEEN

C L IP P E R

TH E L A T E ST

Feed Cutters, Implement in T M e rs and Cleaners
With Grinding Attachment.
We make two sizes of these
cutters, ten and twelve ineh
knives, constructed w i t h
large balance wheel entirely
independent of p u l l e y .
Steady motion, and easy for
the horse. Balance wheel
and belt pulley, so constructed that they can be changed to either side. We
guarantee them in every respect. We have taken special pains to construct a
grinder that is superior to any now in the market. It is so constructed that in
case of accidental breaking it can be repaired at a slight cost. Can produce
numerous testimonials if necessary as to the satisfactory work our cutters do.

Our Horse Powers and Dwarf Threshers and Separators
Are unsurpassed anywhere, and guaranteed to give entire satisfaction.
for catalogue giving full description. We put up the very best

W

I N D

Send

In the Country, a thing which no one wanting a convenient supply of water can
afford to do without. Send for an estimate. Our facilities for manufacturing
TANKS are greatly improved, and has now become an extensive branch of our
business. We keep in stock a variety of the

B E ST IRON P U M P S

P

G. HOBSON,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
Cor .M A IN and SW EDE Streets, Norristown ¡Pa
Can be seen every evening at his residence! n.
Freeland*

U M. BROWNBACK,

A T T O R N E Y -A T -L A W ,
No. 8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Jun.26-lyr,

AUGUSTUS W. BOMBERGER,

A T T O R N E Y -A T -L A W ,
Blackstonb Building , No. 727 W alnut St .,

PHILADELPHIA.
Second Floor, Room 15.
Can be seen every evening at his residence,
Collegeville , Pa.
Dec.l7,lyr.

^

H. FETTEROLF,

Justice of the Peace
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates.

J O H N S. HUNSICKER,

Justice of the Peace,
RAHN STATION, PA. .
tST"Conveyancer and General Business Agent.
Clerking of Sales attended to. Charges reason
able.
27jan-

J OHN H. CASSELBERRY.
( ) i mile north of Trappe.)

Surveyor and Conveyancer
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
mail will receive prompt attention.
Nov8-6m. P. 0. Address: Limerick Square.

J

P. KOONS,

Practical Slater ! !
R A H N S S T A T IO N Pa.
Dealer in every quality of Roofiing, Flag
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
tes, and prices.

j^EW IS WISMER,

Practical Slater I
Collegeville, Pa. Always on hand roofing
slate and slate flagging, and roofiing felt. All
orders promptly attended to. Also on hand a
large lot of greystone flagging.

J. G. T. MILLER.
CARPENTER and BUILDER,
TRAPPE PA.
Estimates for work furnished upon application,
and contracts taken. All orders will be attended
to promptly.
jan.l ,’85,tf.

LMER E. CONWAY.

E

BOOT and SHOEMAKER !
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Good workmanship and good fit guaranteed.
Stitched work a specialty. Repairing done
neatly and promptly.
may-7-lyr.

FDW ARD DAYID,

PAINTER and PAPER«HANQER,
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind
of work in the line of painting, graining, and
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer
fully furnished upon application.

gAM U EL P. SHANTZ.

Carpenter and Builder.
RAHN STATION, PA.
Contractor for all kinds of Carpenter Work.
No pains spared to give satisfaction.

MRS. E. D. LACHMAN,

C O LLEG E V ILLE * PA.
Attends to laying out the dead and shroud
making. Wax flowers made to order.
16sep

MRS. S. L. PUGH.
TRAPPE, PA.,
Attends to laying out the dead, shroud-making

Ac,

To the man across the way ?”
ing rich soil, giving each plant the use
“If that’s what you want, I can help of an inch by two inches. About April
Thankful to the public for past patronage, I
you haunt
most respectfully solicit a continuance of the
1st, for the North, these boxes may be
same.
That man with a sceptre gray.
placed in cold frames that are well
Samuel S. Augee.
“ Thirty dollars will do to carry you banked with manure and covered se
through,
curely against hard freezing at night,
And
then you have gained a neighbor; but giving plenty of air in day.
WILLIAM E. JOHNSON,
It would costyou more to peep in the door
It is to be borne in mind that crops
Of a court, and as much more labor. which mature early must grow quickly,
“Just use yopr good sense—let’s build hence need more stimulant in the shape
of plant food than those having a
him a fence,
And shame bad acts out of the fellow.” longer time in which to grow.
They built up bis part, and sent to his
Onions should be sown among the
heart
earliest of vegetables, in order that the
Providence Square, Pa.
Love’s dart where the good thoughts bulb may become well formed before
mellow.
the dryness and high heat of summer
------- EV ERY D ESC R IPT IO N OP------checks
the growth. A fine, rich soil
That very same night, by the candle
is
required
for this crop. For some to
light,
come
early,
seed may be started in a
They opened with interest a letter;
Made to order and kept on hand. First-class
hot-bed,
transplanting
the seedlings to
Not a word was there, but three green
material and good workmanship, and
several inebes apart later on. By this
no pains spared to give customers
backs fair
satisfaction. A full stock
course one can easily get a large patch
Said—the man was growing better.
of all kinds of
— The Southern Cultivator. of early onions agoing.
By placing the cut potatoes in a warm
Including Whips, Blankets, Lap Covers, &c.
room till the buds start somewhat, and
ESSAY ON BUTTER MAKING.
By attention to business and by serving my
The following essay, by Mrs. W. E. then planting rather deep to avoid
patrons to the best of my ability, I hope to merit
a share of the public patronage.
27janly
Bush, of Sparta, Wis., won the prize freezing, one may have new potatoes
offered by the Wisconsin Dairymen’s considerably ahead of the ordinary.
In seed planting the soil must not
association.
be
worked while it is wet and sticky;
Having provided good butter cows :
much
injury may thus be done to its
1. Keep them in clean, warm, ventilated
texture, and from which it may take
stables in hot and cold weather.
2. Treat gently; feed, water and years to recover. Besides there is not
so much gain to come on the scores of
milk regularly.
3. Food in winter: corn, oats ground, earliness, for seed sown a week later in
CAPACITY: 300 BUSHELS OF WHEAT, 100
BUSHELS OF RYE, AND 50 BARRELS
mix with bran, scald and salt occasion warm, mellow ground, will germinate
OF FLOUR DAILY.
ally, also carrots, pumpkins, good more certainly than in the colder and
timothy, clover and corn stalks. Avoid soggy soil, and stronger plants with an
turnips, cabbage and decaj’ed vege earlier crop, will usually result. Yet
it is equally important to get the seed
tables.
For which I will pay highest prices in cash, and
4. Food in summer: good pasture in the ground as early as possible after
still higher if taken out in trade.
the ground is really fit. Everything
and fodder corn.
that
can be done preparatory to this
5. Pure water at all seasons.
F O ll S A L E
should
be promptly gotten along with,
6. Scrupulous cleansing of all utensils.
so
that
at the proper time all seeeding
R O L L E R F L O U R ,
I. Milk rapidly and quickly in a pail
may
be
pushed with vigor.
lerX-ZE F L O U R , that strains while milking, or cover the
pail with folds of mosquito netting ; re
Starting early vegetables of kinds
G RAIN , F E E D , OF A L L K IN D S.
strain through both wire and cloth into like Tomatoes, Melons, etc., in individ
Seed Wheat at reasonable prices. Timothy
deep cans.
ual wooden boxes, is a satisfactory
and Clover Seed. Also TRINLEY’S
8. Reduce and hold temperature at coarse and yet not costly. The boxes
and the BUFFALO
50 degrees.
can be used a number of times by be
FERTILIZERS!
9. Skim sweet.
ing fairly constructed in something of
10. Keep cream at moderate tempe the following style : Use one-eighth in.
- B R A K 1ST rature until thickened, which indicates material for sides and bottom, and oneBy the car load close to cost.
sufficient acidity.
quarter in. stuff for the ends, a good
MIDDLINGS retail at- car-load
II.
Air
by
frequent
stirring.
size
being three in. wide and deep,
prices. Wheat grists ground by the old
12. Churn iu summer in early morn four in. long; nail the sides but slight
process or exchanged for Roller Flour. Chop
ping done, etc.
ing every other day, Sunday excepted. ly, so that when ready to set out, the
In winter not less than semi-weekly. plants maj’, by removing a side, be
Temperature 60 degrees.
easily slipped out. From these boxes
13. Stop churning when in the gran plants in bloom may be transplanted
ular state, draw buttermilk and add without injury.
weak brine. Place pure white rather
thin cloth in a large seamless pan hal f pAY'S
—AND ALL LOSSES—
filled with brine, then remove batter
to the pan. Gather the cloth with the
hand, drain, repeat until no trace of
—PROVES THE—
buttermilk.
(Established 1866.) This water-proof material,
resembling fine leather, is used for roofs, out
14. Butter still in granules, salt (pure side
walls of buildings, and inside in place of
dairy one ounce per pound), by sifting plaster Made also into carpets and rugs.
G. W. YOST, Agent, Collegeville, Pa.
TO BE ONE OF THE SUBSTANTIAL INSTI evenly, stirring with ladle and turning 20j
TUTIONS OF OUR STATE.
on cloth.
15. Pack immediately in tubs previ
HALF A MILLION paid to Beneficiaries. ously filled with hot brine, tben thor
OVER FOUR HUNDRED per cent, profit has
—BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST—
accrued to the heirs of deceased members, iu all oughly cooled.
cases. .
16. Cover neatly with muslin and set
This Association had a net gain in member
ship of
in a cool, dry place to await shipment.

HIAIRINIEISIS

branches attended to.

Roberts Madrine Company,
Collegeville, Fa.

are such as to enable us to do strictly First-class work promptly and at reasonable prices. The
Job Work done at the I ndependent office favorably compares with that done anywhere in
the County. Favor us with your orders and we will do our best to serve yon well.

F U L L Y P A ID !

W ater-Pnf B iifiiii Manilla.

Temprance Mutual Benefit Association

If you have anything to sell and want to sell it and If you want your neighbors and the rest of
mankind to know that you have something to sell and want to sell it—no matter what It is—

A D V B R T I S B
—IN THE COLUMNS OF THE—

USF” 919 MEMBERS
In 1886, and over Half a Million of Insurance.
The greatest economy in management is guaran
teed.
All Members Fully Secured.
Our Endowment Plan is especially desirable
for young men. The investment will double in
ten years.

J.

W. WANNER, A g en t ,

Lower Providence, Montg. Co., Pa.

P A T E N T S

Obtained and all P A TE N T BUSINESS attend
ed to PROMPTL Yand for MODERATE FEES.
Our office is opposite the U. S. Patent Office,
and we can obtain patents in less time than
those remote from Washington.
Send model or drawing. We advise as to
patentability free of charge ; and we make no
charge unless patent is secured.
We refer, here, to the Postmaster, the Supt. of
Money Order Div., and to officials of the U. 8.
Patent Office. For circular, advice, terms and
reference to actual clients in your own State or
County, write to
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
J4oe) Opposite Patent Office, Washington. P. C.

THE BREEDING SEASON.
Spring is the breeding season of the
domestic animals. Whether it is the
best time for animals to bring forth
their young, or not, it certainly is the
prevalent time for the increase of farm
stock, from the cow down to the hen.
Perhaps we may except the horse
which, for convenience sake, is made to
postpone the time until early summer,
that the farmer may have the services
of the mare until spring seeding is ac
complished.
The vitality of ail animals is more
severely taxed during the season of
breeding than at any other time, and,
in consequence, breeders should have,
at that time, particular care and at
tention. The mother is forced to eat

VEAL =
=MUTT0N,=

The best advertising medium in the middle section of Montgomery county. Wherever the I n d e 
p e n d e n t circulates it is eagerly scanned by interested readers. It Is read by at least 3500
people every week, and its circulation is steadily increasing. Money judiciously
invested in an advertisement in its columns will bring you liberal returns.
A public sale of Personal Property advertised in the I n d e p e n d e n t
will not fail to attract the attention of numerous neonle
and bring together plenty of buyers. Advertise.

Ï

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

L U M BER ,
Various grades, dressed and undressed.

S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.
PICKETS, CEDAR AND CHESTNUT
RAILS.

L e h i g h and Sc hu yl k i l l

-

-

COAL.

FLOUR,
Corn, Bran, M iddlings,
AND CAKE MEAL.
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
fencing.

EITERPEISE

MONUMENTS a i TOMBSTONES,
Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, in
the finest and latest designs.

GALVANIZES FAILINGS,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of

BUILDINGS, STEPS, SILLS, ETC., ETC

tSU T SU B SC R IB E FOR T H E

cc

F R O Y ID E F T C E

IH
^ID
IE
Z
PIE
IE
sriD
IE
IL
T
T
,7 7
-$1.25 per annum, In advance. You will get the worth of your money and more or less happiness
into the bargain by subscribing and paying for the I n d e p e n d e n t , the paper that stands on its
own bottom and says what It has to say without fear or favor. The I n d e p e n d e n t
contains all the news of a local and general nature It can get hold of, and
all opinions worthy of space. If you want a live, wide-awake nineteenth
century local and general newspaper with opinions of its owd ,
subscribe for the PROVIDENCE INDEPENDENT.

- All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. ' Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E n t e r p r is e W o r k s . Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. _ My motto:
“Low prices and fair dealings,’’
RESPECTFULL Y,

D. Theo. Buckwalter.
June8-ly.

COLLEGEVILLE

BAKERY !
IFYOU WANT
-A

G O O D—

JUMP PEAT CARRIAGE !

PULL STOCK OP
READY MADE

HARNESS!

J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.
Fresh Bread, Rolls &c.,

Of the best material and manufacture, at
— OR A—

EVERY MORNING.

Brewster - top Buggy ! Detwiler’s, Upper P ro iijce Spare. I C E C R E A M !
— OR A—

Different flavors, during the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

T IM P IIN TOP BUGGY!

ADVANCE SPRING-TOP BOGGY
DEXTER QOEEN TOP BOGGY !
You can get them at fro m $100 to $136.
The best leather tops at
$135 to $1JI5.

SINGLE OR TWO SEATED

LOWER PROVIDENCE, PA.
to be in ule. Cut th is o u t am i
retu rn to us. anil we w ill semi
you free , som ething of g ro u t
vai e arn! im p o rtan ce to yau,
that- w ill s ta rt you in business
liioli will b rin g you in m ore
m oney r ig h t aw ay th an a n y 
th in g else in th is world* Any one can do the w ork
am i live a t hom e. E ith e r sex ; ail ages, som e
th in g new, th a t j u s t coins money for all w o rk ers.
W e w ill s ta r t yon ; ca p ita l n o t mede*!. T h is is
one of th e g e n u iu e . im p o rtan t chances of a lift —
tim e T hose who a re am b itio u s am i e n te rp ris in g
w ill n o t d elay . G ran I outfit free. A ddress
T rtk A • o. . Augusta, Mirine,

Dsxlbks i n

would announce to my friends and the public,
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds of
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.

Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he
invites continued patronage. Highest cash price And yon can also get a wagon for every-day
paid for calves.
knock-about,go-to-creamery use for $45- to $55.

WM. J. THOMPSON,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

PR O V ID EN CE
MARBLE WORKS!
Royersford, Montgomery Co. Pa.
IN D E P E N D E N T ”^

W m . J . TH O M PSO N ,

BEEF,=

Gristock & Vanderslice,

O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L,

Wheat and Rye Wanted !

Seventeen Years’ Experience

HEEBMfER & SONS,
Lansdale, Montgomery County, Penna.

COAL.

— COLLEGEVILLE—

IP A IS T , CiepriBe, M r

OF FARM MACHINENY.

Plow Shares and Extras of various Chilled Plows.
Iron Fencing, and castings of all descriptions
made to order. Repairing and jobbing of all
kinds of machinery work promptly attended to.
All the leading varieties of Farm Machinery kept
in stock, warranted the best. Sold on reason
able terms at very lowest prices possible for good
machinery to be spld at. Catalogues free on
application. Call or address

Our Facilities for Executing-

HORSE -- GOODS ! !

Roller Mills !

WE KEEP A LARGE STOCK OP ALL KINDS

M I L L

Formerly of Boyertown, now at
NUTS, &c., &c.
403 Marshall St .,Corner Astor,
“ He is picking a flaw, to drive me to law—
NORRISTOWN, PA.
SEGARS AND TOBACCO : Plug and Smoking
VEGETABLE GARDEN.
I am told that he said lie would —
in
variety.
Also
Fine
Cut
Chewing.
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of pure
Cabbage
as well as cauliflower of the
nitrous oxide gas, ether, &c.; also by applying
BEER, PORTER, ALE,-:- And yon know, long ago, law wronged
the new local anaesthetic, cocaine, which is mere
earliest
sowing
in the hot-bed, may
me so,
ly brought in contact with the gum, the patient
SARSAPARILLA, GINGER, SODA, &c.
being perfectly sensible, teeth are extracted with
I vowed that I never should.
soon be ready for transplanting. This In the market. Will furnish PULLEYS, HANGERS, SHAFTING, a n d g e n 
out pain. Artificial sets from $5 to $8—the very Swiss Cheese, Bologna Sausage, Smoked Her
eral Mill Work. We carry a stock of G a l v a n iz e d I ron P ipes for water a n d
ring, Water and Soda Crackers.
best. Filling teeth a speciality. English and
“So what can I do, that I will not rue should be done into shallow boxes, us steam ; also steam and water f i t t i n g s in a ll v a r i e t y .
R e p a ir in g in a l l i t s
German spoken.
4-22-6m.

Confectionery and Notions!

It will revolutionize the Thresher trade. Don’t
buy until you see it. Send for Catalogue of bur
Level-Tread Horse Powers, Threshers and Clean
ers, Sawing Machines, Fodder Cutters and
Crushers, Land Rollers, -Harvesters, Binders,
Hay Rakes, Plows, Harrows.

!P H A E T O N S !
At very low prices. All my own make and
guaranteed. To secure the bargains stated it
will be uecessary lor you to call and see
Yours truly,

W. H. BLANCHFOKD,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA,

All kinds of Horse Goods selling at very low
figures.

W HIPS,
TOP-GO VERS,
IM PO RTED CO LLARS.
Call and examine our stock and ascertain
prices before going out of your latitude to make
your purchases. Repairing^ttended to promptly.

COIIE&EYILLE

MARBLE YARD !
J.H .G .B R A D FO R D ,Prop’r.

John G. Detwiler. TOMBSTONES
MONUMENTS
ESTABLISHED 1857.

J. M. Albertson &Sons.,
B A N K E R S ,
Norristown, Pa.

3 Per Cent.
Interest Paid on deposits
Subject to check on 10 days notice.

Ac., of any design desired promptly fur-,
nished at the lowest possible prices c6n-l
sistent with good worKmanship. All de
signs executed in the best manner. Estimates
for all Kinds of worK pertaining to the business
cheerfully given.
feb!8tf.

JO SEPH STO N E,
CARPET

WEAVER

MONEY TO LOAN.

COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL,

STOCKS and BONDS

(Formerly Beard House.)
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet for

BOUGHT AND 80LI*.
Boxes in Vault to Rent at Low Rates.

pale at reasonable prices.

